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In this booklet we have gathered together job advertisements that have recently appeared on the
internet and in the daily press. The common theme of the ads is mathematics and statistics, but
the actual jobs vary across a very broad spectrum. They give an overview of the myriad of possible
careers available to prospective university students after graduation – if they include mathematics
or statistics in their degrees.
Whether it be finance or tourism, just about every area of employment depends at some point
on handling and interpreting data, and on predicting and modelling outcomes – in other words,
on the kind of expertise offered by people with training in mathematics and statistics. In addition,
many employers seek mathematics and statistics graduates because they value their advanced
problem-solving and analytical skills.
In this booklet you will find career opportunities combining mathematics and statistics with health,
computing, data analysis, biology, epidemiology, forensics and meteorology, just to name a few.
You could end up investigating the geometry of liquid crystals or consulting for a sports company.
While many of the jobs listed here are based in big cities, others offer an opportunity to work in
regional centres or a chance to live overseas.
The ads in this thirteenth edition are completely new. Even so they represent only a fraction of the
advertised positions found in the early months of 2010.
Whether you are a pragmatist, an idealist, or you just cannot decide what you want to do or be,
you can be sure that maths adds to your options!

Disclaimer: The views expressed in this booklet are the views of the authors. They do not necessarily represent the views
of AMSI, nor the views of the employers, consultants and newspapers involved in these advertisements.
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Biology

Medical imaging,
plant biology,
genetics,
ecology…
There are many great
opportunities to mix
mathematics and
statistics with the
biological sciences,
take these job ads
for example...
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Business

Read between the lines...
The increasing availability, awareness and dependence
on commercial data have made the business sector
a growth area for mathematics and statistics
employment possibilities. The jobs are rarely titled
“mathematician” or “statistician”, but the fine print
makes it clear that’s who they want...
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Computing

Distinguish yourself from the rest…
Combining mathematics and computing is a great way to get a clear edge over a straight computing graduate.
As you can see from other ads in this booklet, many jobs require both maths and computing skills.
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Computing
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Criminology
Get the edge on solving crimes…
Crime prevention is a challenge for all communities. Those
with a background in maths and stats provide the edge in
the fight against crime by providing valuable insight into
criminal behaviour through the analysis and modelling of
crime rate data.
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Data Analysis

More than just crunching numbers
Working with leading edge companies, mathematicians
and statisticians are highly employable in the exciting
field of marketing analysis.
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Defence

Can you keep a secret?
Defence is a big employer of mathematics graduates with a wide range of expertise. The work is varied and
exciting, and offers great opportunity for career development.
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Economics

Help build a strong economy…
Do you want a future that is supported by a strong economy?
Well those in economics play an important role in this
regard by interpreting past and current data to provide
guidance for the future. What type of people are good
with data? Well, those with maths and stats...
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Energy

Maths grads, we need you!
Two key roles of the energy sector revolve around environmental impact issues and cost to the customer.
Mathematicians are invaluable resources for energy companies. They can assist in improving the
efficiency of energy distribution and consumption.
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Engineering

Set the wheels in motion...
Use your mathematical problem
solving skills in designing
and implementing tomorrow’s
technological breakthroughs
whether they be in energy and
power through to technical
support and information
technology.
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Environment
Help protect the future…

It has never been more important for us to research and develop new
technologies that allow for a harmonious co-existence with the environment.
Analytically skilled people are crucial to the cause - from predicting future
outcomes by modelling new technologies to analysing current data allowing
us to pinpoint areas requiring improvement.
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Epidemiology

Uncover a healthy career!

The increasing need for determining
factors that affect the health of
populations makes biostatisticians
with a focus on epidemiology, highly
sought after candidates!
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Finance

Not just for commerce graduates…
It’s not just commerce graduates who are
employed in the finance industry!
The finance sector is a big employer of
mathematics graduates because of the advanced
quantitative and analytical skills that come from
studying maths.
“Finance” is an umbrella term covering banking,
the stock market and other forms of investment,
insurance, and the regulation of these areas.
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Finance
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Careers in mathematics

maths

and
the

financial analyst

“Mathematics helps me
make financial assessments
of multi-million dollar
corporate projects.”
Andrew Newman
Associate Director, Mergers & Acquisitions
Transaction Advisory Services (Corporate Finance)
Ernst & Young, Adelaide, SA

The high profile world of investment banking and project
finance can be daunting, but a solid foundation in
mathematics and statistics has paved the way for Andrew
to deal with the complex and challenging analysis involved.
At Ernst & Young, he is involved in planning and managing
multi-million dollar projects. He has prepared financial
models for the acquisition of an automotive components
distributor and conducted risk analyses for a medical
research facility and water infrastructure.

E D U C AT I O N S U M M A RY
Secondary
Tertiary

and
the

Don Forbes
Football Data Analyst, Champion Data, Melbourne, VIC
and Sports Manager, VICBET.com, Caulfield, VIC

Watching and analysing football matches for a job may
sound too good to be true, but that’s where mathematics
has led Don Forbes.

Andrew Newman

maths

“Mathematics has
enabled me to provide
AFL clubs with insight
into their team’s on-field
performance.”

Prince Alfred College, Adelaide, SA
(Mathematics I and II)
• Bachelor of Science (Honours)
in Applied Mathematics,
University of Adelaide, SA
• Graduate Diploma in
Applied Finance and Investment,
Securities Institute of Australia

While working on his PhD on Australian Rules football
statistics, Don worked with the League’s official
information provider, Champion Data. His role involved
analysing match and season data, and producing reports
to help teams improve their on-field performance.

E D U C AT I O N S U M M A RY
Secondary

St Joseph’s College, Nudgee, QLD
(Mathematics I and II)
• Bachelor of Science (Mathematics)/
Bachelor of Laws, University of
Queensland, St Lucia, QLD
• Graduate Diploma of Applied Science
(Social Statistics), Swinburne University
of Technology, Hawthorn, VIC
• PhD, Swinburne University of
Technology, Hawthorn, VIC

Don Forbes

Tertiary
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The possibilities are infinite

maths

and
the

balance sheet analyst

“Mathematics is pivotal
to understanding and
analysing commercial
risks in banking.”
Kari Stuart
Balance Sheet Analyst
Bank of Queensland, Brisbane, QLD

Balance is a central theme in Kari Stuart’s life –
both in her career as Balance Sheet Analyst for the Bank
of Queensland and at home as a mother of two.
Maths provides the skills she needs to analyse and report
the effects of changes such as interest rate movements
on the bank’s assets and liabilities and, subsequently, its
profitability. Maths also helps her interpret the impact of
economic policies and government budget decisions on
her own family’s finances.

E D U C AT I O N S U M M A RY
Secondary
Tertiary

and
the

system biologist

Lucia Santoso
Postdoctoral Fellow in Bioinformatics
Centre for Bioinformation Science
The Australian National University, Canberra, ACT

Unlocking the mysteries of life through mathematics is
what Lucia Santoso loves best about her work. Her
position as a research fellow is in the emerging field
of bioinformatics, which uses mathematics to unravel
biological problems.

Kari Stuart

maths

“So many of the
world’s phenomena can
be better understood
using mathematics.”

Redlands College, Wellington Point, QLD
(Mathematics B and C)
• Bachelor of Applied Science (Honours)
in Mathematics, Queensland University
of Technology, Brisbane, QLD

Her work involves performing simulations of gene-protein
interactions in cells, called in silico experiments. These
yield insights that can be tested through traditional
in vitro (test tube) and in vivo (living cell) experiments.

E D U C AT I O N S U M M A RY
Secondary

To find out more about where
maths and stats can take you,
visit our website
www.amsi.org.au/cr.php

Catholic Ladies’ College, Eltham, VIC
(Year 11 and 12 Mathematics)
• Bachelor of Science (Mathematics)/
Bachelor of Engineering
(Electrical and Electronics),
The University of Melbourne, VIC
• PhD, The University of Melbourne, VIC

Lucia Santoso

Tertiary
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Game Design
Is this work or play?

A background in mathematics can blur the line between
work and play. Take these jobs for example, opening up
doors in both the real and virtual worlds!
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Health

Of critical importance…
Current and future healthcare relies crucially on
analysis of numerical data. From cancer research
to infectious disease, the work is important and
varied, and statistics plays a central role.
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Market Research
Another satisfied customer!

How do companies keep their customers satisfied?
How do they know when they are about to lose your
business and then entice you all over again? A crystal
ball? No, market researchers that’s how! Market
researchers interpret customer records and spending
habits in an effort to provide their company with an
edge over the competition. Maths and stats grads are
trained to be numerically savvy and are therefore highly
suited to interpreting customer data.
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Market research

•
•
•

Australian Owned Publicly Listed Organisation
Corporate Head Office – Inner Southern Location
To 80K + Share Options + Parking

Our client has established themselves as a true national
market leader, boasting a highly recognised and respected
Australian-owned brand. They attribute their success to
their clear strategic planning initiatives and their people. In
turn, they offer a dynamic and cohesive work environment
that is result driven and focused on reaching company goals
collectively.
Reporting directly to the Customer Analytics Manager, and
working closely with the Direct Marketing campaigns team,
you will enjoy utilising your statistics, data management,
analytical and campaign management knowledge and skills to;
• Create, implement & manage campaigns
• Collect data & analyse customer data from SAP;
identify trends & triggers
• Conduct full post campaign analysis and reporting
against targets
• Carry out extensive data mining and manipulation
functions
• Develop propensity models
To deliver the requirements of the role you must possess;
• Previous campaign management experience
• A genuine interest in statistics, analytics and data
management
• Possess tertiary qualifications in either a maths,
statistics, science or related discipline
• Have good working knowledge of SAS & strong MS
Office Suite applications (knowledge of SAP will be
highly regarded)
In return, you will be rewarded by being an integral part of
the Customer Analytics team within a Company who has
clearly defined marketing strategies and direction. This is a
fabulous opportunity to take your current skills and knowledge
to the next level – endless scope and career development
opportunities will be made available to a top performer.

Well supported and resourced, this division has catapulted the
brand into the consumer psyche, and now dominates its space
in the market. Be a part of the success story!
To apply please call             Broekhoven on (  )           or email
your fully updated resume (Word format only, not PDF &
please do not ‘Password Protect’ your document) by selecting
the ‘apply now’ button below.
www.miteam.com.au/

Email: Please click the ‘Apply Now’ button below
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Meteorology

Does it look like rain?

As everyone knows, the weather is hard to predict!
The modelling of ocean currents, weather patterns
and climate change is all about mathematics; it is
important to a range of industries - from fishing,
shipping and farming to air traffic control. And it
even affects the everyday person deciding on what
to wear!
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Mining

Ground breaking work!
Mining is of critical importance to the Australian
economy. Mathematicians and statisticians
assist in making decisions that have an impact on
Australia’s future...
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Modelling

Engineering? Mining? Meteorology? Finance?
Communications networks?
The common thread here is the use of mathematical models
to predict and forecast. Modelling is a fundamental tool
used in industry and a skill in demand. The employment
opportunities range across the spectrum.

My client is one of the most impressive organisations in the APAC region.
With continued growth & an exciting raft of new challenges facing them in
this new financial year they are looking to increase the capabilities of their
Analysis & Modelling teams. Because of this they are now looking to hire 2
Senior SAS Credit Risk Modellers/Analyst's.
These are high profile roles, located within the Retail Credit Risk function
of my client & i am looking for a candidates capable of assuming a Senior
position within the business. This role will be looking at a wide range
of Credit Scoring Models well as other assessment tools and you will be
responsible for their development & maintenance in addition to looking
at their useage within the wider context of Credit Risk strategies. You
will also be heavily involved in Capital Modelling/Basel II projects looking
at PD, EAD, LGD etc models across the entire credit lifecycle and across
retail banking portfolios. As well as being a strong Credit Risk Modeller
& Analyst you will require strong Project Management skills as you will
be required to deliver new process or methodology changes across the
portfolios so a good knowledge of portfolio management would also
be useful. As a senior you will be expected to be a technical & thought
leader & mentor & influence junior team members.
This is a true end to end Credit Risk role. You will be involved right
from project scope definition onwards & be involved in the design &
development of Analytical solutions so good project management skills
are key as you will need to manage expectations, stakeholders & ensure
you deliver. In terms of Statistical Models you will build ones for usage
right across the Credit Life-cycle & also be involved in the development &
maintenance of Application & behavioural Scorecards. On a strategic level
you will influence Credit Risk Strategy, lending strategies etc. You will be
required to engage & build strong relationships with managers across a
wide range of business areas & across multi functional/disciplinary teams.
Successful applicants should have a strong academic background with
good Numerical/Statistical academics (eg Mathematics, Statistics,
Operations Research), ideal candidates will have strong Credit Risk
backgrounds with past experience in building Credit Risk Models,
Scorecards & have portfolio management experience. However, candidates
with extremely strong Analytical/Modelling backgrounds from a nonCredit Risk background will be considered (eg Insurance, Financial
Services Marketing etc). On a technical level I am looking for proven,
solid (ie day in day out) experience programming with SAS (Base SAS).
Candidates without SAS will be considered but you must have very strong
programming skills in another language. Candidates without SAS and/or
Credit Risk experience will need to be more flexible than usual in terms of
salary expectations.
In return you will be working on large scale, high profile projects & be
working end to end on Credit risk projects. With a well defined path
into Management available to candidates (in addition to other internal
opportunities)this role will provide talented & ambitious Analyst's/
Modellers with the stepping stones to take their careers to the next
level. With a supportive peer network, excellent leadership & a first
class working environment this really is a place designed to help you
excel. My client offers superb training & development to its staff &
has a superb reputation in its industry. If you are a first class Analyst/
Modeller who is regarded as one of the best then this is the role for you.
Superb prospects, great location, outstanding projects and work content.
Interested candidates should apply ASAP with an up to date CV (Word
Format) or call
(02)
for a confidential discussion.
Email:Please click the apply Now button below
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Modelling
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Operations Research
What is it?

Operations research is all about the optimisation of
scheduling, manufacturing, pricing and so on. It is a
critical part of business and government planning.
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Statistics
In demand!

Statisticians are very much in demand. There are jobs already
listed in just about every category of this booklet and the ads on
this page show many other opportunities.
Statistics even has its own government agency: the Australian
Bureau of Statistics. The ABS provides statistics on economic
and social matters for use by state and federal governments and
by the community. It employs over 3000 staff around Australia.
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Teaching
Back to school!

Maths teachers are in demand here in
Australia and overseas. Teaching can be a
flexible and secure career with opportunities
to positively influence students, to work
in urban or rural areas, and to achieve
seniority. Many teaching advertisements
are now only shown online, so you should
check your state government website for
further notices.
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Further Information
About the advertisements
• These advertisments are only a sample. By no means should you think that they set the boundaries for
what is possible now or in the future.
• We hope that Maths Ad(d)s has helped you to see that adding Mathematics and Statistics to your skills
brings good reward.
• With flexibility, enthusiasm and a positive attitude when you apply for a your position, many
opportunities will be open to you.

More job advertisements
Search using keywords such as ‘mathematics’ and ‘statistics’ and see where a degree in mathematics and
statistics can take you!
• CareerOne					

www.careerone.com.au

• My Career					

mycareer.com.au

• Seek						

www.seek.com.au

Mathematics and statistics at work
• Career profiles				

www.mathscareers.org.au

							

www.ams.org/careers/archived.html

							

www.maa.org/careers/profiles.html

Some other useful websites
• Australian Mathematical Society		

www.austms.org.au/careers

• Statistical Society of Australia 		

www.statsci.org/careers.html

• CSIRO Mathematical and 			
Information Sciences

www.cmis.csiro.au/careers

• myfuture - career information		
and exploration service

www.myfuture.edu.au/

Where to get a mathematical or statistical sciences degree
The AMSI website has links to many Australian mathematics and statistics departmental web pages where you
can discover the best course for you.
www.amsi.org.au/amsi_members.php
AMSI/ICE-EM would like to thank the employers who kindly gave permission to reproduce their
employment advertisements in this publication.

Prepared for AMSI by La Trobe University
www.latrobe.edu.au/mathstats/maths
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Each year the Australian Mathematical
Sciences Institute offers thirty industry placements to
post-graduate or post-doctoral fellows from AMSI member institutions.
With the support of an academic mentor, interns typically work on
industry projects and problems that require high-level analytical
skills for 4 or 5-months. We provide interns with funding of
up to $12,500 for a 5-month placement and the opportunity
to participate in a tailored workshop focusing on Analysts
and Industry. Placements are open to individuals with
well-developed analytical skills trained in mathematics,
statistics, IT, engineering, physics, chemistry, life sciences,
informatics, business and finance.
Applicants interested in an AMSI Industry Internship
placement should e-mail: enquiries@amsi.org.au
or call AMSI at 03 8344 1777
For more information visit:

www.amsi.org.au/internships.php
A guide for students to the job market
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Do you enjoy or are you good at

MATHS?

Have you considered the following occupations?
LEVEL 4

Accountant
Actuary
Aerospace engineer
Agricultural and resource economist
Agricultural engineer
Agricultural scientist
Accountant
Architect
Accounts clerk
Army officer
Agricultural technical officer
Astronomer
Air traffic controller
Auditor
Airways data
Bank officer
systems officer
(including building
society/credit union)
Aquaculture technician
Accounts clerk
Biological scientist
Architectural drafter
Agricultural
Biochemist
Army soldier
technical officer
Biophysicist
Bank officer

Industrial
engineer
Information
technology manager
Information technology
support technician
Investment analyst
Hospital
Life scientist
catering officer
Marine scientist
Hospital food
Marine surveyor
services manager
Materials engineer
Information technology
support technician
Mathematician
Insurance agent
Mathematics teacher
Insurance
claims
Mechanical engineer
Finance clerk
investigator
Mechatronic engineer
Industrial
Laboratory technician
Medical scientist
textiles fabricator
Laboratory worker
Metallurgist
Marine engineer
Insurance agent
Meteorologist
Mechanical
Meteorological
Laboratory technician
engineering
technical officer
Data processing
associate
Laboratory worker
Microbiologist
operator
Mechanical
Mechanical
Exporter/importer
Mine surveyor
engineering
engineering
Export/import clerk
Mining engineer
technician
technician
Finance clerk
Multimedia
Mechanical
Gaming worker
developer
Multimedia
engineering
Insurance agent
Naval architect
developer
technologist
Newsagent
Optometrist
Postal employee
Newsagent Medical laboratory
technician Patent examiner
Retail buyer
Sales assistant Postal employee
Metallurgical Petroleum engineer
Sales Purchasing officer
technician
Pharmacist
representative
Meteorological
Physicist
Retail buyer
Service station
technical officer
Physiologist
attendant
Multimedia
Sailmaker
Pilot
Spare parts
developer
salesperson Sales representative
Quantity
Naval
architectural
Stock and station agent
surveyor/
draftsperson
Secretary
Storeperson
construction
Pilot
Survey assistant
economist
Stock and station agent
Ticket seller
Purchasing officer Radiation therapist
Survey assistant
Radio officer (ship)
Radiologist
Telecommunications technician Radio technical officer
Refrigeration
Refrigeration and air
engineer
conditioning associate
Science teacher
Ship’s officer
Ship’s captain
Stockbroker
Ship’s officer
Stockbroker’s clerk
Sports scientist
Survey drafter
Statistician
Surveying technologist
Stockbroker
Town planning drafter
Surveyor
System’s analyst
Teacher
Town planner
University lecturer
Valuer

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 2

(including building
Biotechnologist
Aircraft maintenance engineer
society/credit union)
Building contractor
Airline
Building
contractor
Ceramics engineer
passenger officer
Accounts clerk
Chemical engineer Building technician
Army soldier
Army soldier
Cartographic
Chemist
Bank officer (including
draftsperson
building society/credit
Civil engineer
Automotive
Civil and structural electrician
union)
Civil engineering
engineering
Bar
attendant
technologist
Bank officer
associate
Bookmaker
Company secretary
Civil engineering (including
Bookmaker’s clerk
Computer engineer design draftsperson building
Betting clerk
Computer
Car park
Civil engineering society/credit
programmer
union)
attendant
technician
Cartographic
Computer systems Clerical officer—
Claims officer
drafter and
auditor
local government
tracer
Clerical
officer—
Computer systems Computer
local government Cashier
engineer
programmer
Checkout operator
Economist
Clerk
Credit officer
Claims officer
Electrical engineer Defence force
Clerk
Credit officer
Electrical and
Credit officer
technician
electronics
Electronics
Croupier
Draftsperson
engineering
mechanic
Electrical
technologist
engineering associate
Electronics
Electronics engineer
Electrical engineering
engineering technician
Environmental
detail draftsperson
Exporter/importer
engineer
Electronics engineering
Exporter/importer
associate
Export/import clerk
Export/import clerk
Electronics detail
Financial adviser and
draftsperson
securities dealer
Electronics engineering technician
Financial dealer
Engineering survey drafting technician
and broker
Exporter/importer
Geophysicist
Export/import clerk
Health services/hospital
Finance clerk
administrator
Health services/hospital manager
Hospital catering officer
Hospital food services manager
Industrial designer

LEVEL 1

MATHS

Usual training requirements
LEVEL 1

Usually has a skill level equal to the completion of
Year 10, the Senior Secondary Certificate of Education,
Certificate I or Certificate II qualification. Australian
Apprenticeships may be offered at this level.

LEVEL 3

Usually requires a level of skill equal to a Diploma or
Advanced Diploma. Study is often undertaken through
TAFEs or Registered Training Organisations. Some
universities offer studies at this level.

LEVEL 2

Usually has a skill level equal to a Certificate III or IV
or at least three years relevant experience. Australian
Apprenticeships may be offered at this level.

LEVEL 4

Usually requires the completion of a Bachelor Degree
or higher qualification. Study is often undertaken at
university.

This chart shows a selection of jobs that have some relation to the subject of Maths.
For further information visit jobguide.dest.gov.au and myfuture.edu.au. The four education and training levels are to be used as a guide only.
These levels indicate the most common education and/or entry requirements for these jobs.

The Maths Bullseye poster is an interactive guide from the myfuture website. All occupations listed
on the poster are hyperlinks to extra information about occupations such as duties and tasks, related
courses, earnings, vacancies and more. Check it out at http://tinyurl.com/myfuture-mathsbullseye
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Mathematics

Prepared for
teachers by teachers
A comprehensive mathematics
education program for
upper primary to year 10

A teacher resource CD‑ROM is
also available for each volume

Benefits
3 Explains mathematical concepts in a clear, natural
and structured way
3 Provides graded exercises and activities to promote
student learning
3 Uses challenge questions to extend
problem-solving skills

Transition:
chapter tests
black line masters
– all with answers

Secondary:
pre-tests

3 Includes teacher professional development sessions

skill sheets

3 Provides continuing teacher support by phone or email

chapter tests

3 Ensures teachers can meet their curriculum requirements

homework sheets
– all with answers

3 Prepares primary students for a smooth transition to
secondary mathematics
3 Is parent friendly - provides the opportunity to get involved

To purchase, go to our website

www.icemaths.org.au

1

For information, email info@icemaths.org.au
2

3

INDEX

biology
business
See where mathematics and statistics can take you

computing
criminology
data analysis
defence
economics
engineering
energy
epidemiology
environment
finance
game design
health
market research
meteorology
mining
modelling
operations research
statistics
teaching

The Australian Mathematical Sciences Institute
111 Barry Street, c/- The University of Melbourne Victoria 3010 Australia
www.amsi.org.au
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